Upward Bound at Wittenberg University conducts, each summer, a residential program for first-generation college and culturally diverse high school students who have the potential to succeed in college, but may need motivation, encouragement, strengthened basic skills, or a sense of how education can become meaningful in their lives. The program in one dimension emphasizes preparation in English, math, foreign language, literature, reading, study skills, and laboratory science, but offers courses in other areas. In addition there are many activities, trips and other experiences designed to help students grow and mature. Upward Bound is neither a traditional summer school nor a summer recreation program. It is a place in which a unique community of study and play, of personal search and group concern, develops anew each summer, with the nature of each summer dependent upon what each student and staff member brings to the common sharing of life and thought.

ANNOUNCEMENT OF SUMMER OPENINGS FOR TEACHERS

POSITION: We are presently seeking graduate students, teachers with elementary or secondary school certification, and college professors to teach six weeks in our summer program. We welcome teachers in all disciplines to apply. We especially encourage teachers, professors or graduate students in math, foreign language or science to submit applications.

QUALIFICATIONS:
- secondary or elementary certification, B.S., M.A., or graduate work
- personal stability, enthusiasm, ability to motivate students
- stamina for a demanding schedule
- commitment to teaching culturally diverse students
- ability to work without constant supervision

RESPONSIBILITIES:
- providing written evaluations of each student at the end of the summer program
- submitting weekly progress reports
- developing course design, content and selecting materials
- participating in organized recreational activities with students (optional)
- maintaining office hours, two hours per week in the dormitory
- attending weekly faculty/staff meetings

DATES: June 8, 2015 through July 17, 2015

SALARY: $1,050 - $1,150 per class*
*Salary level is dependent upon previous program experience and federal funding.

All interested persons should write or call for an application. We are located on the first floor of Blair Hall, Room 109, P.O. Box 720, Wittenberg University, Springfield, Ohio 45504, and our telephone number is (937) 327-7535. Our fax number is (937) 327-7541. Applications received after April 3, 2015 will not be accepted. All applicants must submit college transcripts and two (2) letters of recommendation. To learn more about our program, visit our web site: http://www.wittenberg.edu/academics/upward_bound.html
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